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Polarization relations and dispersion equations are derived for media electrically anisotropic in
the comoving frame. The obtained results are discussed mainly for cold magnetized plasmas,
briefly for uniaxial dielectric crystals. Special directions of wave propagation are considered.
1. Introduction

In a previous paper [1] dispersion equations and
polarization relations were derived for media
anisotropic in the comoving frame and expressed by
quadratic and bilinear forms. These expressions are
in contrast to the conventional representations by
means of determinants and subdeterminants. While
the quadratic and bilinear forms are Lorentz
covariant, the matrix-elements for the determinants
and subdeterminants lack this important property
in general. To assure the Lorentz covariance of the
conventional method the calculation of the matrix
elements becomes very involved. This can be
avoided using the different approach of the previous
paper [1].
To illustrate this procedure it will be applied in
the present paper to media electrically anisotropic
in the comoving frame, i.e. dielectric crj^stals and,
especially, cold magnetized plasmas (without spatial
dispersion). An isotropic magnetic permeability
shall, however, be retained in the comoving frame
to include weakly magnetic crystals.
For media anisotropic in the comoving frame the
three- and four-dimensional material tensors can be
represented by three- and four-dimensional projectors, respectively. For media electrically anisotropic in the comoving frame the same projectors
can be used to represent the tensors which built up
the quadratic and bilinear forms. Therefore the
latter can be easily evaluated for these media.
The three-dimensional calculations for media at
rest in Sect. 2 recover the known dispersion
equations, i.e. Aström's dispersion equation for
magnetized cold plasmas and Fresnel's wave normal
equation for uniaxial crystals. An analogous fourReprint requests to Dr. H. Hebenstreit, Institut für
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dimensional calculation yields the generalization to
moving media (Section 3). The dispersion equations
so obtained for moving gyrotropic media are then
discussed qualitatively for various special media
and special directions of wave propagation (Sections 4, 5). Finally, in the last section, the polarization relations are specialized to media gyrotropic
in the comoving frame.
Throughout this paper three-dimensional vectors
and tensors are written in symbolic notation (with
I as unit tensor), four-dimensional vectors and
tensors in index notation with Greek indices running
from 0 to 3. Dashed indices are merely labels counting projectors and eigenvalues. Quantities in the
comoving frame are denoted by dashs. SI units are
used and a flat space is assumed.
2. Dispersion equations for gyrotropic media at rest

In this section we shall specialize the threedimensional dispersion equations for generally
anisotropic media, which we derived in a previous
work [1] to gyrotropic media. To do this we first
rewrite the obtained results. In the case of a medium
at rest (moving media will be treated in the next
section) we obtained the two equivalent dispersion
equations ([1], Eq. (4.6))
n • A ' n — det C = 0

(2.1)

and ([1], Eq. (4.10))
n • e• A

n= 0,

(2.2)

with the refractive index vector n defined by
ii =

c

k=

CO

1
,

k.

<X>J/£ o/J-o

The general definition of the tensor C is given in
[1] Equation (4.1b). The tensor A is the adjoint
of C. defined by
C

A = A

C = I det C ,

(2.3)
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which exists even for singular tensors C with vanishing determinant.
In the following we will restrict our calculations
to electrically anisotropic media, i.e. dielectric
crystals and plasmas. The magnetic properties of
the medium are represented by a scalar permeability fi — \ to include weakly magnetic crystals
([2], Section 14.1). In this case the tensor C reduces
to
C = »2 | _ i .
(2.4)
The effective dielectric tensor e is defined bv ([1],
Eqs. (3.3b), (2.4))
€: —

1
-|e +
Sofio X \

' a).
CO J

(2.0)

with the (hermitian) orthogonal projectors defined
by ([4], Eqs. (9))

:= % ( \ — B B ± i B x I)

(2.7)

and B as the unit axial vector.
Instead of the eigenvalues e^i their linear combinations

as the coefficients of the (hermitian) tensors

4iP -

B B = 2 Re iP = 2 Re _iP,

-iP = t B x I

1

e0fio%

\ea'+
\

(2.10)

(2.9)

(2.11)

In the case of a magnetized plasma (e = £ol,
= l///o) the eigenvalues ea> are directly determined
by the eigenvalues oa> of the conductivity tensor
and Eqs. (2.11) reduce to

In the special case of a cold electron plasma the
eigenvalues of the conductivity tensor are given by
([5], Eqs. (1.12) with (1.9), (1.7))
(Ta'-

.

(Op2 £0

— 1 oj -f- v

. . ,
r

1

a

a' = 0, ± 1

cjb

(2.13)

with v as the collision frequenc}^, rop/2n: as the
plasma frequency and (ob/2 n as the cyclotron
frequency.
For a dielectric crystal (a = 0) with principal
axes P o , i i the projectors are
(2.14a)

a>P:=Pa'Pa'

£a' = 8a'leo /lox,

the effective

a' == 0, ± 1

dielectric
(2.141))

which for £+i = £-i include, as a special case, an
uniaxial crystal with Po as symmetry axis.
The orthogonality relations between the projectors (2.7) or (2.14a) can be used to relate the
eigenvalues e a - to those of the tensors C (2.4) and
A (2.3). One obtains
Ca- = n2 -

= 2 i Im iP = — 2i Im _iP

« ' = 0. ± 1 .

— Oa'),
to
J

and the eigenvalues of
tensor e are given b y

oP : = B B ,

-i-iP -j- —iP = I -

2 Re iP + e_ 2 i Im , P

Since the projector 2 Re iP = 2 Re _iP has an
obvious physical meaning in contrast to ±iP> the
eigenvalue representation (2.10) is often more convenient than the diagonal representation (2.6).
The gyrotropic medium is completely characterized by the projectors (2.7) and the three eigenvalues to, e±i of the effective dielectric tensor €.
These eigenvalues themselves are determined by
the eigenvalues ea', o v of the dielectric tensor e and
the conductivity tensor o, respectively, in the form
««'=

Specializing the dispersion equations (2.1), (2.2)
to gyrotropic media requires mathematically to
invert and multiply axial tensors. A suitable tool
for this purpose is the representation of axial
tensors by a complete set of three orthogonal
projectors [4J. Then the effective dielectric tensor €
is represented in a "diagonal form" by

±1P

e = £0 oP +

(2.5)

In the case of a gyrotropic medium, where the
anisotropy is caused by an axial vector, the
dielectric tensor e and the conductivity tensor a
are axial tensors ([3], Appendix B). W e assume,
that the anisotropy for both tensors is caused by
parallel axial vectors. Hence e and a have the same
symmetry axis. Thus the effective dielectric tensor
e and subsequently C and A have the same symmetry axis as e and o. They are axial tensors, too.

e=eooP + e+i-iP + £-i-iP

are used in the "eigenvalue representation" ([5],
Eq. (1.11))

C-u = i(C+i
c_

Ea',

a' = 0,±t,

-;- C-i) =

= ^ (C + 1 -

n2

C-i) = -

(2.15a)

- £-|.,
(2.15b)
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and

and with the expressions (2.16a) for Aar as
Aa' = cb- Cc = (n 2 -

6»') (w2 -

a ' , 6 ' , c ' = 0, ± 1;

= (w2 -

eC'),

£0 [(w 2 — £+) 2 — £ l ] COS2 ft

a' 4= 6' 4= c ' ,

(2.16a)

£ 0 ) ( w 2 - £+),

(2.16b)

= (?i2 —£o) £— •

(2.16c)

The determinant of C is expressed through eigenvalues in the form:
det C = Co C+1 C-1
= ( n 2 — £o)(^ 2 — £ + i ) ( ^ 2 — £—i)

= (W2-60)[w2-£+)2-£l]

(2.17)

+ (n 2 -

e+) + £2_] sin 2 ft = 0 . (2.22 b)

e 0 ) [£+ (in2 -

The form (2.22a) could have been obtained directly
by inserting the "diagonal representations" for €
(2.6) and A into the dispersion equation (2.2). For
a magnetized plasma Eq. (2.22) is Aström's
dispersion equation [6]. The quantities Ao, A±i
are given by Eqs. (2.16a), the eigenvalues of the
effective dielectric tensor e by (2.12).
For an uniaxial c o s t a l Eq. (2.22) is Fresnel's
wave normal equation ([2], Sect. 14.3.2, Eqs. (2),
(3)). The eigenvalues of the effective dielectric
tensor e are given by (2.14b). The angle ft is the
angle between the wave normal and the principal
axis.

Up to now the dispersion equations (Eqs. (2.19)
to
(2.22)) have been formulated in terms of the
Expressing the three-dimensional tensor A by
eigenvalues
e a ' of the effective dielectric tensor e.
the "eigenvalue representation"
(The eigenvalues Aa• and Car are related to £a- in
A = , l 0 o P + ^ + 2 R e i P + A-2i Im iP (2.18)
Eqs. (2.15), (2.16)). Sometimes it is more convenient to formulate the dispersion equation in
facilitates slightly the explicit calculation of the
terms of the eigenvalues of the inverse effective
bilinear form n • A • n. Together with the expression
dielectric tensor e _ 1 . To do this we introduce the
(2.17) for det C the dispersion equation (2.1) is
tensor
formulated in terms of the coefficients Ao, A+, A1
.
1
as
detC
= (e-A)
ti2 Aq cos 2 ft A~ n2 A+ s i n 2 $
=--[A0(A%

-

A2_)]V*

(2.19)

with ft as the angle between the wave normal
n = nln and the axial vector B.
Instead in terms of the coefficients Ao, A+, A_
one can as well formulate the dispersion equation
(2.19) in terms of the eigenvalues of the tensor C.
With the relations (2.16) one obtains
C+i CL1 n 2 cos 2 ft + Co C+ n2 sin 2 ft
-

C0 C+i C-1 -

0

(2.20)

and subsequently after some manipulations with
(2.15b), (2.16)
i [(n2 -

C+i) A+1 + (n 2 -

+ (ti2 -

C_i)

Co) ^ o cos 2 # = 0 .

Finally with the relation 7i2 — C a ' = € a '
Eq. (2.21) can be written as
| [£+i A+i + £-i
-f- £0 Ao

# = 0

R • lla
—

(2.23)

1

Ca '
-

Ea'

1

-

,

£a'Aa-

(2.21)
(2.15a)
Ra

(2.22a)

C-l

which differs from the inverse effective dielectric
tensor e _ 1 only by \jn2. Since the orthogonal
projectors a ' P (2.7) form a complete set the tensor
R can be expressed also with a "diagonal representation" (2.6) or an "eigenvalue representation"
(2.10) with the eigenvalues and coefficients related
to la', Aa', Ca' through

sin 2 ft

sin 2 ft
cos 2

=

R- =

1
,

n-

1

1

Ea'

n*

1
V (R+1 +
1

o(R+1-R-1)

[MA

2

a' =
=
=

0, ± 1,

(2.24)

£+
c

— £
c_
"2

—

£~
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with the normalized four-velocity

W i t h t h e relations

uv := y [ 1 i v/c],

ia'Aa' = — 1 — - [Ao(A% - .42_)]l/2
n ixa'
one can rewrite the dispersion equation (2.22) after
some manipulations in the form
[R\ -

R2_) cos2 ft + R+ R0 sin2 ft = 0 . (2.25a)

Subsequently one obtains
R% - R+(R+ - R0) sin2 ft - R2_ cos2 ft = 0. (2.25b)
For media without spatial dispersion the eigenvalues of the effective dielectric tensor ka- and subsequently (R+ — Ro), R- (Eq. (2.24)) are independent of the refractive index n. Therefore we solve
Eq. (2.25b) for R+ and obtain
£+

_ —• = R+ =
r

l

-. /
±

ft

sin2
/

(R+ - R0)
2 cos

\ /

&R-

(2.26)

tropic media

In the following we will generalize the threedimensional calculations of the previous section to
four dimensions, i.e. we will derive a covariant
dispersion equation for gyrotropic media. To do this
we start with the covariant dispersion equations for
generally anisotropic media ([1], Eq. (4.14))
% A»v nv — det (7 = 0

(3.1)

ni~e* ß A» v n v = 0 ,

(3.2)

respectively, and specialize these equations to
gyrotropic media applying the same methods as for
the three-dimensional calculations.
The four-dimensional vector nv, occurring in
Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) is defined by ([1], Eq. (3.9a))
— kv uv

— kv uv

— uv
(3.3 a)

(

co

k

Cf,

A"a

- 7 i

\
v

v2

) - T

/

v v \

I

1

(3.4a)

=

AFP

C\ = 61 det C

(3.4b)

The four-dimensional effective dielectric tensor e^
is defined by ([1], Eq. (3.12))
Eq flQX \

" ) - *

jT~ 77 <7"A)

C ky UV

J

.

(3.5)

In analogy to the three-dimensional calculations
we look for a representation of the effective dielectric tensor by means of projectors in order to
simplify the explicit calculation of the quadratic
forms in the dispersion Eqs. (3.1), (3.2). In the case
of a moving gyrotropic medium the mixed spacetime components of evx vanish in the comoving
frame and the space components are given there by
a three-dimensional axial tensor. Thus eva can be
represented with the complete set of (hermitian)
orthogonal four-dimensional projectors ([3], Eq.
(B.4))
±iP"a

and ([1], Eq. (4.16))

kv

(3.3 b)

,

C»i = nvnY 61 -

(

3. Co v a r i a n t dispersion equations f o r m o v i n g g y r o -

(öS + uv uA) k* =

\

y

col2 ti a n d t h e a n g l e ft.

1

-

uv uv = — 1 ,
-1/'2

The four-dimensional tensor Cvx and its adjoint
A1'/, defined ([1], Eq. (4.11)) analogous to their
three-dimensional counterparts (2.2), (2.4), reduce
under the same restrictions as in the comoving
frame (i.e. the restriction to media electrically
anisotropic but magnetically isotropic in the
comoving frame) to, ([1], Eqs. (5.10), (5.11))

+[smZft(R+-Ro))

Equation (2.26) is Försterling's dispersion equation
[7]. It relates the refractive index to the frequency

nv :=

1

7

v2

:=

=
0

i (<5A -

bA + u*uÄ±

i e^m b* uv)

±iP*vi,
2P"x:=-u*ux

(3.6)

in the "diagonal form" ([3], Eq. (B.9))
= £+1 +1

+ £0 0P\ + £-1 - 1 P V X + £2 2P\

(3.7)

with uv as the normalized four-velocity (u v u v — — 1)
and £vvö\ the four-dimensional Levi-Civity symbol.
In the comoving frame the space components of the
four-vector bv are the three-dimensional unit vector
B', while the time component vanishes there. In
the observer's frame the components of the vector bv
are calculated via a Lorentz-transformation. One
obtains
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[

r ^

r

b*= | y — -B'\ I I ± (y br bv = 1,

1)

Eq. (2.14b) in the form

i; "1 ~ 1

£a' = £a'/eo f^o x ,

61' uv = 0 .

(3.8)

In addition to the diagonal form (3.7) the fourdimensional effective dielectric tensor evx can be
expressed by the "eigenvalue representation"
£*;. = £o qP\ +

2 Re

I

Pvx

+ £— 2 i I m i

+

£2 oP\,

(3.9)

with
e± : = £ (e+i ± e - i )

(3.10)

as the coefficients of the (hermitian) tensors
+iP r x +
-

I"'?. = 2 Re iP» A =
-iP'A -

2 / Im

iPvk

-

b b + W

= i eV*Mb*uy

.

—
(£«'~
-(7a'),
£0/<0* \
CkyU'
J

a' - 0 ,

(3.12)
Because of the Lorentz invariance of the eigenvalues the relations (3.12) could also be obtained
formally by replacing oj in relations (2.11) by
— ckyV This replacement is now used to generalize
the three-dimensional relations (2.12) —(2.14) to four
dimensions. In this way one obtains from Eq. (2.12)
the covariant representation of t v by the eigenvalues of the conductivity tensor for a magnetized
plasma (erx = £o
y. = l/^o)
tor = 1 — i (Tx'/fo c ky

on' — 0, ± 1. 2 . (3.13)

For a cold electron plasma the eigenvalues of the
conductivity tensor are given by (cf. Eq. (2.13))
Co' =

« P 2 fo

i c k-, uY

" , / • , « ' = 0, ± 1
t a toB

CV = n v n's — £ a -,

(3.11)

±1,2

(3.14)

with the dashed quantities v', o)'B measured in the
comoving frame.
For a dielectric crystal ( c ' ' A = 0 ) the covariant
relation between £a- and £a- is obtained from

(3.15)

Since the tensors t''; and Cvx differ only by a
tensor proportional to the four-dimensional unit
tensor b\ (Eq. (3.4a)), the tensors Cvy and its
adjoint A1'/ can also be expressed by a "diagonal
representation" (according to (3.7)) and an "eigenvalue representation" (according to (3.9)), respectively. These representations of Cr;_ and Arx
together with the corresponding representations of
evx allow to write the definition of Crx and Arx
(Eqs. (3.4)) as relations between eigenvalues. One
obtains, analogous to (2.15). (2.16),

,

The moving gyrotropic medium is completely
characterized by the four projectors a P r x (a' =
0, ± 1 , 2 ) and the three eigenvalues £o, £±i. The
fourth eigenvalue ho, the coefficient of the projector
-uvux
is arbitrary ([8], Eqs. (2.9), (2.11).
2PVX:=
(4.12), (4.13)). With the "diagonal representation"
(3.7) the definition of the four-dimensional effective
dielectric tensor (3.5) can be written as relations
between eigenvalues:

a ' = 0, ± 1 , 2 .

a' = 0, ± 1, 2 ,

= I {C+1 ± C-1) = n., n-' -

c+

i+,

= -1 (C+i - C-i) = - £— .

(3.16)

and
A a' = Cr Cy' C,y
= (n7 nV —Eß')(vy n' — ty<) (riy %'•' — s6'),
a', ß', y', b' - 0, ± 1, 2;

a =f ß' =j= y' #= d' ,

= (n:> n? — £0){nyn"' — £2) (ny n? — e+),
A_

=i(^

+

i-.4_

1

) =

-6'0C2C-

= (n y n"' — £0) (n y n>' — £2) £- .

(3.17)

The determinant of C r x is expressed by £ a '. CV • - la'
in the form
det C = C 0 C+i C-1 C'2
= (wvw"' — £ 0 ) (n y

— t'+i)

• (ny n? — £_i) (ny n? — £2)
= {?iy n"' — to) {n-y n? — £2) [{nv n"' — £, ) 2 — e l J
— (Aq A+\ A~\ Av)^'3
=

- .I 2 -)] 1 / 3 .

(3.18)

Expressing the four-dimensional tensor A>'v
through an "eigenvalue representation", analogous
to Eq. (3.9), and inserting this representation into
the dispersion equation (3.1) we obtain together
with Eqs. (3.6). (3.11). (3.18)
A0(ny by)2 ± A+ [ny nv = [A0A2(A%-A'i)]W.

(n7 6"')2]
(3.19)

This is the covariant form of the dispersion equation
(2.19). In deriving Eq. (3.19) the two terms
Im
1 Pfvnr and n,i 2P'i n r =
have dropped
out, because of the skewsymmetry of Im \P»V (3.11)
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and the orthogonality of the four-vectors nlt (3.3)
and uf.
The insertion of the "diagonal representation"
(3.7) for evx and the corresponding representation
for A^v into the dispersion equation (3.2) leads to
[7hnv -

(riybyf] - \

1

71 y n,y
1

(3.21

which differs from the inverse effective dielectric
tensor (e -1 )''// only by dvJnvnY. Consequently it can
be expressed by a "diagonal" and an "eigenvalue
representation", which allows to write the definition
(3.21) as a relation between eigenvalues:

£ a'

nV

A0A2(A%

1

1

Aa'

7iy nv

-Al)VI3

=

Expressing

Ii-1)
~ex-

[ [ l - ( n

+

y

ku"' —

c

*3 -

71 y 71V
(3.22)

-9" •

£Z- — £as

[A0A2(A%
R%' 71 y 71V

-

^li)]1/»

) (nv bv)2 + Ro R+[nvnY -

(n76"-')2] = 0.
(3.23)

f e : ' )

2

] ( ^

+

(R+-Ro)

- i ? o ) ]

(3.24)
]

'

(3.25 a)

(co — k • v) ,
~kb

(co — k • v)

I
{n'ynyyi2

(3.25 b)

with

1
7» '
71 y 71Y

y

—

7

and inserting it into Eq. (3.20), one obtains
(R% -

1

-

with i i x n ^ K r i y n Y ) 1 / 2 as the normalized fourvector M;, (3.3 a). In the comoving frame (nv' ti'y
= n'2, n/ b?- — cos &) Eq. (3.24) is Försterling's
dispersion equation (2.26). As discussed in Sect. 2
the right-hand side of the Försterling dispersion
equation (2.26) depends, for time dispersive media,
only on the frequency co'i2tc and the angle ft. Thus
the refractive index n' — occurring only on the left
side of Eq. (2.26) — is expressed by the frequency
cd'i2tz and the angle
This does not hold in the
observer's frame. The eigenvalues of the material
tensors (cf. Eqs. (3.12) —(3.15)) for time dispersive
media become in the observer's frame dependent
on kyuY. Subsequently R+— IIo, R- (3.22) depend
on kyUY, too. Thus the right-hand side of Eq. (3.24)
depends on the four-dimensional inner products
kyUv and n^b*-, which are related to the threedimensional wave vector k via (cf. (3.3), (3.8)):

ny nv

ta-

1

£a ' A t

l/

I

£+.
"2 — £_
"2
£"

- .)

?+ = -• - ~

1 4-

bo
.

(tf^A)2

71 y 71''

Hy by =

a' = 0, ± 1 , 2 ,

1
- (Ä+1

| _

£+

(3.20)

where the term n,, oP[', nv has dropped out again.
Equation (3.20) is the generalization of Eq. (2.22)
to four dimensions. Thus it is the covariant form of
Aström's dispersion equation for magnetized plasma
and the covariant form of Fresnel's wave normal
equation for an uniaxial crystal.
As discussed in the three-dimensional case it is
sometimes more convenient to express the dispersion equation in terms of the eigenvalues of the
inverse effective dielectric tensor. To do this we
define the four-dimensional tensor

C

The same manipulations, which in the previous
section have led from Eq. (2.25a) to Eq. (2.26), now
lead to

i-iA-i]

+ -4o ~£Q(nvbY)2 — 0 ,

AV = —
f'x' nv

285

co-

}'

-CL2

c"

y2

—

• (co -

k • v)2
(3.25c)

k-v)2

As it is obvious from Eqs. (3.25) the right-hand side
of Eq. (3.24) becomes in the observer's frame
dependent on \k\ and n = I k | • c/co, respectively.
Contrary to the comoving frame, in the observer's
frame Eq. (3.24) is no suitable form of the dispersion
equation, because it connects the refractive index
n : = c | k\jco and the frequency OJ/2.T in a complicated manner.
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Obviously one cannot express the refractive
index in the observer's frame by the frequency and
one angle only, because two directions are distinguished, that of the magnetic field and that of the
velocity. Furthermore the four-dimensional inner
products kyuv and nybv (3.25) cannot be normalized
by the absolute value of the three-dimensional wave
vector | k | and expressed through angles only. Thus
if one solves the dispersion equation for the refractive index n = c\k\/o), one cannot express the
refractive index through the frequency and two
angles. What one can do is to express the refractive
index through the frequency and two components
of the wave vector, e.g.
kv:=k-vjv,

(3.26)

kb:=k-bl\b\.

To do this we rearrange E q . (3.23) in the form
\

nynY J

(R+ — Rq)

R'_

nynY

nv

(:ny bv)2

nvnY

(3.27)

1

1

R+-

(nvbY)c<

= 0

The quantities R+, Rq are defined by
R+ : = R+ +
RQ '•= RQ +

nvnY
1

1

ny ny

£o

for moving media

To discuss the covariant dispersion equation for
moving gyrotropic media, we first decompose the
four-dimensional expressions into three-dimensional
ones. Then the dispersion equation is solved for the
wavenumber | k | and subsequently discussed for
various media. Moreover we will extract from the
three-dimensional wave vector k that part, which
is perpendicular to the convection v, and solve the
dispersion equation for this part of the wave vector
(a procedure which proves to be convenient in
stratified media moving parallel to the stratifications).

£0[(nynY

£+
2
e- 2+ — "e_

4. Qualitative discussion of the dispersion equation

First of all we transform the dispersion equation
(3.20) into a more suitable form. Inserting the
expression (3.17) for A±1, A0 into Eq. (3.20) leads
after some manipulations to

nvnY

1

ponents k v , k b . Thus solving this quadratic equation
for nvnY, the refractive index n = c\ k\jo) is expressed by the two components kv, kb and the frequency a>/2jr.

— £+)2 — £-](nA

b*)2

- f (n y nY — £o)[£ +(n y nY — £ + ) + i 2 _]
'

• [nk n* (3.28)

[ni b*)2] = 0 ,

(4.1)

the generalization of (2.22 b) to moving media.
Furthermore, expressing the four-vector
(3.3a) by
the wave vector ky and collecting the terms with
the factor kß b& yields

Now7 the quantities R+ — Ro, R-, R+, Ro ((3.22),
(3.28)) do not explicitly contain nynY. They depend
on the material quantities £ a ', which for time
dispersive media in the comoving frame depend
• {£+[kßkP + (kßuß)2(l
-'e+)]A-'£l(kßuß)2}
only on the frequency co/2^: and the component kv
+ { ( £ 0 - £+)
H~ {k(x, Wa)2 (1 - fi+)]2
(cf. Eqs. (3.13), (3.14), (3.25a)). On the other hand
2
2
n y bY (3.25b) depends on kv and kb. Thus the four-~e _(kau*) }
(kßbP)2 = 0 .
(4.2)
dimensional inner product n y nY (3.25c) is the only
This is the covariant dispersion equation for
term in Eq. (3.27), which explicitly contains the
gyrotropic media in terms of the four-dimensional
refractive index n — c\ k\ j(X). Therefore we arrange
wave vector k a . In the case of a plasma (£ a ' =
Eq. (3.27) according to powers of 1 \nynY\
1 — i (ToL'leockyuY (3.13)) Eq. (4.2) coincides with
1
Eq. (22) of [3].
(3.29)
[1 - (R+ - Ro)(nyb V)*]
nv ny
The four-dimensional inner products kyuY, kykY,
1
kybv are related to the three-dimensional wave
vector k, the velocity v and the unit axial vector in
ny ny
the
comoving frame B' explicitely through
(R+ - R0) [ny by)2] + R+ Ro = 0 .
The coefficients of this quadratic equation depend
still on the wave vector k, but only via its com-

ky uv — — — (co — k •
c

v),

(4.3 a)
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kyJcY = k2-

CO*
0 ,

(

CO

+ k B .

(4.3 b)
k•v\
(4.3c)

In deriving expression (4.3 c) we have used expression (3.8) for by.
For a dielectric medium without dispersion
(neither spatial nor temporal) the material quantities £<x' (3.15) do not depend on the frequency and
the wave vector. Insertion of expressions (4.3) into
Eq. (4.2) shows, that in this case the dispersion
equation (4.2) is a polynomial of fourth degree in
the wave number \k\. Contrary to the comoving
frame, where the dispersion equation is a biquadratic
equation in | k' |, odd powers | k | and | k |3 occur
the dispersion equation in the observer's frame.
This is due to the occurrence of the terms kyuY and
kybY (4.3a, c) in Eq. (4.2) (i.e. a Doppler shift and
a drag of the axial vector B'). Only in the special
case of the convection v perpendicular to both, the
axial vector B' and the wave vector k (v • B' = 0 —
k • v) the dispersion equation becomes biquadratic
in \k\ (cf. Eqs. (4.3a, c)). Thus solving the dispersion equation for | k | one obtains in general four
different solutions, i.e. modes.
For time dispersive media in the comoving frame
(e.g. a cold electron plasma) the material quantities
e<x' ((3.13), (3.14)) depend on kyuY and consequently
on k (cf. Eq. (4.3a)), too. Thus the dispersion
equation becomes a polynomial of degree higher
than four in | k \. Solving it for | k | leads to additional solutions (modes) in the observer's frame
compared with the four modes in the comoving
frame. Only in the special case of wave propagation
perpendicular to the direction of the convection
(k v — 0) the dispersion equation reduces to a
polynomial of fourth degree, because k • v = 0 yields
kyuy=—y(ojc
(4.3a) and thus the material
quantities £ a ' ((3.13), (3.14)) become independent
of the wave vector k.
Up to now we have discussed the dispersion
equation for the wave number | k |, i.e. we used the
dispersion equation in a coordinate system, where
one of the coordinate axes is fixed to the wave
vector k. Under special physical and geometrical
conditions, one or two components of the wave
vector k can be prescribed. In the following we
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assume the component in the direction of the convection v to be prescribed. This holds for media and
boundaries which do not vary spatially in the
direction of the convection v (Snell's law). A special
example is a cold electron plasma with plane
stratifications. Mostly the convection v lies in the
planes of stratification. Then Snell's law requires
that the component kv has the same value in all
stratifications. Thus kv can be prescribed by a
boundary condition.
In this case it is convenient to decompose the
three-dimensional wave vector into
k = kt + kv vjv

(4.4)

with
(

v

v \

v

in
and to solve the dispersion equation for | kt\, i.e.
treating the dispersion equation in a coordinate
system, where one of the coordinate axes is fixed
to kt. The expressions (4.3) for kyuy, kykY, kybY
become
kyuy = — (ylc){co — kvv),

(4.6 a)

ley ky = kt2 + kv* -

(4.6 b)

(o>2/C2),

( c o
kv\
- — + — \v-B'

+ krB'.

(4.6c)

For a cold electron plasma the material quantities
£ a ' ((3.13), (3.14)) depend on kyuv, i.e. on co and kv.
They are independent of the vector kt. The only
terms containing kt in the dispersion equation (4.2)
are kybY and kykY. Thus the dispersion equation
(4.2) is a polynomial of fourth degree in | kt |. In the
comoving frame the dispersion equation, known as
Booker's quartic [9], is also a polynomial of fourth
degree for the k component normal to the planes of
stratification. Solving it for kt leads to four different
solutions (i.e. modes), as in the comoving frame. In
the special case of the convection v parallel to the
direction of the axial vector B' the four-dimensional scalar product kybY (Eq. (4.6 c) is independent of | kt | and subsequently the dispersion
equation (4.2) becomes biquadratic in \kt\. The
same happens in the case of the convection v perpendicular to the axial vector B' (kyby becomes
proportional to \kt\, cf. Equation (4.6c)). (In the
comoving system this happens also if the plane of
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through
vectors k, defined b y Eq. (5.5) and (5.6), respectively, are perpendicular to each other only in the
Y
case of v • b — 0, k • t> = 0, where the latter
ky uY =
(co — k • t>) ,
c
relation holds for the wave vector k defined by
2
Equation (5.6). Nevertheless, in the following we
kykr=\k\2
—.
(5.10)
will speak — in the observer's frame, too — of
propagation along and across the principal axis
Contrary to the comoving frame the dispersion
according to the behaviour in the comoving frame.
equation for the electromagnetic waves (second and
In the following we will consider a moving cold
third factor in Eq. (5.9)) is not given by the
electron plasma and discuss qualitatively the
equality of the square of the refractive index
dispersion equations for wave propagation along
n :=• c\k\jco with the eigenvalues £ ± i . The reason
and across the principal axis (i.e. magnetic field).
is the drag of the three-dimensional wave vector k,
To do this we first rewrite the results for the cold
which leads to an odd power | in Equation (5.9).
electron plasma at rest. In the comoving frame
Nevertheless at a first glance one could assume that
{nvnv — n'2) the dispersion equation (5.3) for wave
the second and third factor in Eq. (5.9) are polypropagation along the principal axis becomes
nomials of second degree in | k | (analogous to the
comoving frame). But this holds only for noni0{n'2 - e+i){n'2 - c_i) = 0 for n' ~ B'.
(5.7)
dispersive (constant) eigenvalues (e.g. for moving
The eigenvalues eo, £±i are given by Eqs. (2.12),
dielectric crystals). In the case of a moving cold
(2.13) in the comoving frame. Without collisional
electron plasma the Doppler shift of the frequency
damping (v' = 0) the vanishing of £o yields the
causes the eigenvalues e a ' ((3.13), (3.14)) in the
plasma oscillations co' = ± m p • The vanishing of
observer's frame to be dependent on \k\. Thus the
the other factors in Eq. (5.7) leads to the factorized
second and third factor of Eq. (5.9) become polydispersion equation for the two electromagnetic
nomials of higher degree in | Ac j compared with the
waves with opposit senses of polarizations, i.e. the
comoving frame. Solving Eq. (5.9) for the wave
square of the refractive index equals the eigennumber |Je| leads to additional solutions, i.e.
values £ ± i . Thus waves propagating along the
modes. Furthermore, because of the Doppler shift
principal axis are principle waves (cf. [1], Section 6).
of the frequency, the expression for the plasma
On the other hand the dispersion equation (5.4)
oscillations (vanishing of £o ((3.13), (3.14)) becomes
becomes in the comoving frame factorized as
in the observer's frame (cf. [3], Eq. (27))

, , ft)

(n'2 -

i0)Ve+(n'2
for

-

e+) -

e2-) = 0

n J_ B ' .

(co -

(5.8)

Waves propagating perpendicular to the principle
axis are often also called principle waves [10],
although they do not propagate parallel to an eigenvector, but perpendicular to one. Furthermore only
the vanishing of the first factor in Eq. (5.8) leads to
an equality of n'2 and an eigenvalue.
Next we will formulate the dispersion equations
(5.3), (5.4) in terms of the three-dimensional w7ave
vector k. Inserting the expression (3.3a) for nx
into Eq. (5.3) leads to
'e0[kvkv+ (kvuY)2(i

-

£+1)]

• [kß W + (kßuß)2( 1 for

£—i)] = 0

(5.9)

nx~bx.

The four-dimensional scalar products kvkv, kvuv
are related to the three-dimensional wave vector k

k • v)/{l

-

(t>2/c 2 ))i/ 2 = ± (Op .

With the definition (3.3) for nx the dispersion
equation for wave propagation across the principal
axis (5.4) becomes
[kykY+(kyUY)

2(l-£0)]

• {'e+[kßkß + (kßU0)2( 1 for

e + )] 2 - e 2 _ } = 0

(5.11)

nx bx — 0 .

The same conditions hold as in the case of propagation along the principal axis. Again for a moving
cold electron plasma the two factors of Eq. (5.11)
are polynomials of higher degree in \k\ compared
with the comoving frame. This leads to additional
solutions (modes).
As discussed in Sect. 4 the component kv of the
wave vector k in the direction of the convection v
can be prescribed for special physical and geometrical conditions. In this case it is convenient to
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decompose the wave vector, according to (4.4), into
a vector kt perpendicular to the direction of the
convection v, and the component kv. Thus for a
prescribed kv, the conditions (5.5), (5.6) impose
conditions on kt instead of k. One obtains
-/

v v\

(

v

v\

(5.12)

in the case of propagation along the principal axis,
and
co
kv\

(

—

Y

(

B

5 I 3

co v \

I

v

€
-1
n2

(5.14)

Analogous to the comoving frame, where one
could solve the dispersion equations (5.7), (5.8) for
k'2, one can now solve the dispersion equations (5.9),
(5.11) for kt2. Contrary to k'2, kt2 is not simply
equal to eigenvalues ea>, but is a function of CO, ky
and of the eigenvalues e a -.
6. Polarization relations in gyrotropic media

In a previous paper [1] we derived polarization
relations for anisotropic media using bilinear forms.
These three-dimensional and four-dimensional polarization relations will now be specialized to gyrotropic media. The three-dimensional calculations
will be given at the beginning. The generalization
to four dimensions (moving media) is straightforward.
In the case of an anisotropic medium at rest we
obtained the three-dimensional polarization relations ([1], Eq. (7.3))
1

Ex: E2 • El = gi • A • n : g2 • A • n : — det C .
with Ei ~ gi and E2 ~ g2 as transverse components
perpendicular to n and el ~ ti as longitudinal
component of the elect ire vector e.
For magnetically isotropic media (which we are
considering) the polarization relations can also be
expressed through bilinear forms of e • A instead of
bilinear forms of A in Eq. (6.1). For these media

/
nn\
1
\ — rn2) J'

E =

E

e
= -¥n2

n•E
n-TTr-

A

det C

(6-2)

Subsequent multiplication with the transverse
vectors gi, g2 leads to the polarization relations
E i: E2 : Ei
= gi • e • A • n : g2 • k • A • n : n det C ,

)

in the case of propagation across the principal axis.
Because we have fixed one component of k (i.e. kv)
the proportionality factor C in Eq. (5.12) is no
longer arbitrary. It becomes
/

the tensor e/w2 is a transverse projector I — nn/n2
(cf. [1], Eq. (3.3a)). Multiplication of the polarization relation ([1], Eq. (4.4)) E= A • n(n • E/det C)
with e/w2 yields

equivalent to (6.1) for magnetically isotropic mediaFor gyrotropic media the three-dimensional tensors
e, A . C are axial tensors and are explicitly given by
Eqs. (2.5), (2.3), (2.4). In analogy to the calculation
of the dispersion equations (Sect. 2) we represent
the axial tensors e, A by projectors in order to
simplify the explicit calculation of the bilinear
forms in Eqs. (6.1), (6.3). Thus expressing e and A
with the "eigenvalue representations" (2.10), (2.18)
yields
gA' • A • n = (A0 - Ä+)

gA-BBn

-)- i A-gA' • B x n,

A' = 1,2,

(6.4a)

and
gA • e A

n

= [eo A0 — \ (e+i A+i + e-i A-i)]
+ in2A-gA'-Bxn,

A'=

gA- BB

1,2.

n

(6.4b)

In deriving Eq. (6.4b) we have used the relation
l(e+1A+1-e-iA-1)

= n*A-

(2.16).

Next we choose a special coordinate system. The
two transverse vectors gi, g2 form together with
the wave normal n : = n/w an orthogonal set. To
fix this coordinate system completely we choose
the direction of one of the transverse vectors
parallel to B x n i.e.
(6.1)

(6.5a)

g2 ~ Bxn,

which leads to the following relations with # as
angle between n and B:
B • n = n cos & ,

B • gi = — sin # ,

g2 • B x n = n sin & .

(6.5 b)

Imposing the condition (6.5a) on g2 yields together
with the Eqs. (6.4), (6.5) the following form of the

(6.3)
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transverse polarization
E1

A0

A-

E2

_

A,

- cos

ft

(6.6)

. £oAo — l (e+i A+i + £-1 A-i)
l

n2A-

Using the dispersion equation
express ~£qAq as

cosft.

(2.22a) one

can

£0 Ao = — \ (e+i A+x + e-i A-i) sin2 ft/cos2 ft
and eliminate it in the polarization relation (6.6).
Thus one obtains together with Eqs. (2.16), (2.24)
([5], Eq. (6.24))
Ei

| (e+i A+1 - f £-i

A-i)

in2 A- cos ft

E2

(6.7)

£+1 £-1 — n2 £+
i n2 £— cos ft
Replacing R+ by Försterling's dispersion equation
(2.26) allows to express the transverse polarization
by a single quantity

Analogous to the three-dimensional calculations
we are now choosing a special coordinate system.
The generalization of the three-dimensional condition (6.5 a) to four dimensions is
glb, = 0.

(6.12)

Imposing this condition (6.12) on the four-vector g\
leads to the following expressions for the bilinear
forms (6.11)
gl A/ nv = (Ao - A+) gl bß b" nv
+ i A-£Xvyö
g'i A/ nv = i A-£xvvö

(6.13)

b6 gl nv,

uv bö gl nv.

The four-dimensional Levi-Civita tensors, occurring
in expressions (6.13) for the bilinear forms, make the
polarization relations (6.10) for moving media very
involved. It is not possible to perform the same
procedure as for the three-dimensional calculations.
But nevertheless one can use the four-dimensional
polarization relations for some simple special cases.

The simplest case is that of a vacuum (i_ = 0,
£ ± i = £ + = £ o = 1). In this case the eigenvalues and
2 cos
ft Rcoefficients of the tensor Aßv
(3.17) become:
1
Ao
= A+ = (nvnv — l)2 (nvnv — e2), A_ = 0. The dissin ft R+ — Ro
persion equation
= 0 = n y n v — 1 (4.8) requires
as ([5], Eq. (6.27))
Ao = A+ = 0. Thus the bilinear forms (6.13) become
Ex
zero, too. The transverse polarization Ei/E^ (6.9)
(6.9)
E2
T [ 1 ± I / 1 + C 2 ]
can take arbitrary values. Because det C (3.18) goes
to zero as (nvn">'— l) 3 , Ao = A+ and subsequently
For media without spatial dispersion (e.g. a cold
the bilinear forms as (n y nv — l ) 2 the longitudinal
plasma) £ does not depend on the wave number | k |.
component vanishes.
It depends only on the frequency co/2^; and the
In a medium isotropic in the comoving frame
angle ft.
(£_
= 0, £+ = £o = £±i) the coefficients of the tensor
The generalization to four-dimensions is straightAßv become: Ao = A+ = (nynY — Eo)2(nynY — £2),
forward. For media anisotropic in the comoving
A- — 0. Again the dispersion equation n y nY — £0 = 0
frame we obtained with g ^ : = [ 0 : g v ] ([1], Eq. (7.4)),
(4.8) requires Ao = A+ — 0. Consequently the bilinear
the polarization relations ([1], Eq. (7.12))
forms (6.13) are zero, too. The transverse polarizacan take arbitrary values. Although
E1:E2:El
= gl Aß* nv: g% A/ nv: — \k\
(6.10) tion Ei/E2
co
det C goes to zero as (nynY — £o)3 the longitudinal
component becomes unequal to zero. It is pro(ka U*)2 det C-kzk*
U0 (glß gl + g2ß gl) A/ nv
portional to v\Ei~\-v2E2
in the form
a> v \
y k

(
k

The four-dimensional bilinear forms occurring in
Eq. (6.10) can most conveniently be calculated by
representing the four-dimensional tensor through
an "eigenvalue representation" according to Equation (3.9). Thus one obtains
gl' A/ nv = [Ao -

A+) gfc

6' nv

—f- i A — Eyvyö
uvb6g\.nv.

(6.11)

(6.14)

k I k<* Uix (vi Ei + v2 Eo)

=

y

(

o) v \

EL-

In an uniaxial medium (£_ = 0, which leads to
^4_ = 0 (3.17)), one has to distinguish between the
ordinary and the extraordinary mode. The dispersion relation for the ordinary mode leads to the
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same conditions as in the medium isotropic in the
comoving frame. For the extraordinary mode the
dispersion equation does not lead to a simplification
of the polarization relations. One has to calculate
them explicitly by the relations (6.10).
7. Concluding remarks

In this paper dispersion equations and polarization relations for media electrically gyrotropic and
magnetically isotropic (in the comoving frame) have
been calculated. By a suitable change of the
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